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  Meetings 2023

January 25, 2023 7 p.m. It will be at the home of Margaret Dunn, 463 Sundance Drive,
Richland.

DUES - the 2022 dues are due and payable and are still $10.  If you pay your dues in October
2022 they will count as your 2023 dues, so get them in.  Send any dues to Tri City Stamp Club
c/o Margaret Dunn 463 Sundance Drive Richland WA 99352.

December 21st Christmas party.  There were 10 of us, including spouses.  The food was great
and the gifts were all exceptional.  Lots of chocolate.  No one traded or stole another gift.  Dan
Herting and wife, Bill Gustafson and wife, Steve Recher and wife, Lawrence Clay, Tim Paglieri,
Mike O'Neil, and Margaret Dunn  We were keeping an eye on the weather so all of us were able
to make it home.

Meeting Place
Is anyone interested in finding a public meeting place? The following places have been suggested
to me. Mid Columbia Library; Richland Library; Kennewick School District. My research looks
like the Richland Library has rooms that could fit out needs.
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NEW ISSUES

RED FOX
January 5, 40c definitive, pane 
of 20, coils of 3,000 and 10,000, the stamp is intended for use by bulk
mailers for items such as circulars, newsletters, and catalogs.  It can also
be used by customers who enjoy using a variety of stamps on their
envelopes and packages.

SCHOOL BUS
January 5, additional-ounce definitive stamp, Pane of 20 and 
coil of 100. With the release of this new additional stamp, the U. S. Postal
Service celebrates the iconic yellow school bus and its role in ensuring
that millions of children get to school and home again every day.

LUNAR NEW YEAR 
YEAR OF THE RABBIT
January 12, Forever commemorative stamp, plane of 20, Lunar 
New Year series. The Year of the Rabbit begins January 22, 2023 and
ends on February 9, 2024.

LOVE 2023
January 19, Two Forever special 
stamps, pane of 20 design is a kitten and puppy.
This continues the popular Love series with two
new stamps, one featuring a kitten and the other a
puppy.

SAILBOATS
January 22, Two sailboats 
Postcard definitive stamps, 
two designs, pane of 20, coil of 100.  “Let’s go sailing!” The U. S. Postal
Service celebrates a favorite outdoor activity with two colorful postcard
stamps.

FLORIDA EVERGLADES
January 22, $9.65 priority mail definitive stamp, pane of 4, American
Landmarks series. With this Priority Mail stamp, the U. S. Postal Service
celebrates the Florida Everglades.
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GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS
January 22, $28.75 Priority Mail Express definitive stamp
pane of 4. American Landmark series.  With this Priority Mail stamp,
the U. S. Postal Service celebrates of the Great Smoky Mountains. 

ERNEST J. GAINES
January 23
Forever commemorative stamp pane of 20.  The 46th stamp in the Black
Heritage series honors author Ernest J. Gaines. 

Hatton, North Dakota

Hatton is a city in Trail County, North Dakota,
United States. The population was 777 at the 2010
census.  Hatton was founded in 1882,  and was
named for Frank Hatton, then Assistant Postmaster
General.
Frank Hatton (April 28, 1846 – April 30, 1894)
was an American politician and newspaperman. He
was a Union Army veteran of the American Civil
War, served as United States Postmaster General,
and later edited The Washington Post.

Hatton was appointed First Assistant Postmaster
General during Chester A. Arthur's presidency. In 1884 he was promoted to Postmaster General
when incumbent Walter Q. Gresham became Secretary of the Treasury.
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Stamp Identifier

How does stamp identifier work?
Stamp collector or curious just about a stamp you see? Stamp Identifier uses advanced image
recognition technology to find that stamp and provide you more details about it, courtesy of
colnect.com, a social network for worldwide collectors which has the world's largest online
stamp catalog and a huge marketplace to buy and sell your stamps.

What is the purpose of the worldwide illustrated stamp identifier?
The purpose of the Worldwide Illustrated Stamp Identifier is to provide a visual tool to assist in
identifying the country of origin of particularly challenging stamps.

What is the International Society of worldwide stamp collectors?
The International Society of Worldwide Stamp Collectors serves the interests of all worldwide
collectors. It strives to promote the fun and fascination of worldwide stamp collecting to young
and old alike, and has an active outreach program serving youth, their leaders and stamp
collectors of all ages and experience levels.

NOW THIS IS HOW YOU GUARANTEE

         YOUR TIRE PURCHASE!
This was found in an old envelope in a box
of other envelopes and stamps.  You never
know what you will find as a stamp collector!
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What is the size of the biggest stamp in the world?

Issued in 1905-12 this stamp measures around 210 X 65 mm. World’s biggest postage stamp
currently is Mother of Emirates postage stamp issued by UAE in 2013. It also holds the Guinness
World Records for the largest postage stamp. It is 1.36 X 1.77 meters!

How to get a postage stamp off an envelope?
The first (and to my mind the easiest) is the microwave method:

Trim all the remaining envelope paper down to the edges of the stamp.
Put a couple of drops of water on top of the stamp
Put in the microwave oven, on low power setting, and nuke for about 20 seconds. Since every
oven is different, experiment with yours. ...
Lightly dust the back with talcum powder to deal with the residual adhesive. Don't use
cornstarch.

Do forever stamps lose value?
What makes them unique is that their value never changes, even if postal rates increase. Forever
stamps are sold at the current rate. Yet, they remain valid even when stamp prices go up. This
means that if postage rates increase, you can still use your Forever stamp for 1-ounce letters.

How long have people been collecting stamps?
It all began in 1840 when Great Britain issued the Penny Black, the world’s very first postage
stamp. Since that time millions upon millions of hobbyists have experienced the joys of stamp
collecting. Kenmore helps bring the FUN of collecting to you by offering hundreds of unusual
and affordable stamp offers on this site.
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Stillwater Township
A township located in Sussex County, New Jersey, United States. Located in the Kittatinny
Valley, Stillwater is a rural farming community with a long history of dairy farming. As of the
2010 United States Census, the township's population was 4,099, reflecting a decrease of 168
(!3.9%) from the 4,267 counted in the 2000 Census, which had in turn increased by 14 (+0.3%)
from the 4,253 counted in the 1990 Census.

Stillwater was settled in the eighteenth century by Palatine German immigrants who entered
through the port of Philadelphia. In 1741, Casper Shafer, John George Wintermute (Windemuth),
and their father-in-law Johan Peter Bernhardt settled along the Paulins Kill.

 For the next 50 years, the village of Stillwater was essentially German, centered on a union
church shared by Lutheran and German Reformed (Calvinist) congregations. The German
population assimilated by the early nineteenth century, but evidence of their settlement remains
in the architecture of the grist mills, lime kilns, and stone houses located throughout the valley. 

Stillwater was incorporated as a township by an act of the New Jersey Legislature on December
27, 1824, from portions of Hardwick Township when Sussex County was divided in half by the
legislature a few weeks earlier to create Warren County. Portions of the township were taken to
form Fredon Township on February 24, 1904.

In 2008, New Jersey Monthly magazine ranked Stillwater Township as its 40th best place to live
in its annual rankings of the "Best Places To Live" in New Jersey.

How to remove self adhesive stamps in 30 seconds?
Put your hair dryer on medium, then heat the stamp,
then gently lift a corner, and with the heat still on the
stamp, it should gently peal off. Time comsuming, but it
works. Then the talc. I also use Bestine (bought it on the
web), and it works like a charm. I do a small batch of
stamps, one at a time, and they dry quickly.

Is it still possible to make money collecting postage stamps?
Yes, but not with any current postage stamps. You will need to collect vintage stamps from 1940
or earlier to realize and gain in profit over the coming years. Your best bet is to collect ones that
are rare at this time and hold on to them in hopes of future increases in value and price.
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Official mail

Official mail is mail sent from, or by, an authorized department of government, governmental
agency or international organization and normally has some indication that it is official; a
certifying cachet, return address or other means of identity, indicating its user. In some countries,
postage stamps have been issued specifically for official mail.

Official stamps were intended for the same purpose as regular postage stamps except that they
were unavailable for purchase at post offices. While most stamps are denominated some have no
value imprint.

History
Some of the earliest official mail were the messages sent by kings, emperors and other rulers.
The Cursus publicus was the official mail courier (and transportation) system created by the
Roman Emperor, Augustus. Much later, one of the functions of the Thurn-und-Taxis-Post postal
system was to carry the mail of Emperor Maximilan I in the Holy Roman Empire.

Official mail stamps are related to the end of franking privilege that granted certain elected
officials of a government the privilege to send mail for free. The person usually signed their
name on the mail but it was a highly abused system. In the UK the rules were changed requiring
the sender to indicate the date and place of mailing in addition to their signature, but this too was
abused and this led, in part, to the introduction of postage stamps.

Most governments use envelopes with an indicia indicating its official status; the United
Kingdom's official mail most often shows, O.H.M.S. or On His/Her Majesty's Service, the
United States uses the silhouette of an eagle, Ethiopia shows a hand holding a cleft stick with a
letter is wedged into it, while Ireland uses a harp.

After the civil war, the United States Post Office Department had a large deficit and according to
the Postmaster General's 1869 report 31,933 had the franking privilege at an estimated cost of $5
million, so in 1872 the Republican party included a proposal to eliminate the free frank as part of
their election platform. Between 1873 and 1891, there was no free franking in the USA because
special official mail stamps had been issued, but by 1891 free franking had been restored.

In the United States
Legislation passed by the United States Congress on March 3, 1873 stated that: "the Postmaster
General shall cause to be prepared a special stamp or stamped envelope, to be used only for
official mail matter for each of the executive departments", to this end, the official stamps were
issued on July 1, 1873 for the Executive Branch and the departments of Agriculture, the Interior,
Justice, Navy, Post Office, Treasury and War following the ending of the franking privilege
though the stamps were only in use for seven years mainly due to the need for departmental
postage accountability. The Post Office also printed official stamped envelopes for their own use.

In March 1877, the stamps became unnecessary, because a congressional act permitted
government departments to provide their own envelopes endorsed "Official Business". Private
use of the envelopes had a fine of $300. The official stamps were officially discontinued June 30,
1879, but they were in use until they were exhausted. The stamps and envelopes were finally
abolished on July 5, 1884, however, for a four-year period between 1910–1914 official stamps
were used for the postal savings program.
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The first US stamps to have the words "Official Mail" printed on them were issued on January
12, 1983 when the departmental postage accountability again became a concern. The Great Seal
of the United States became the central design on these 20¢ stamps and envelopes. A 32¢ stamp
and envelope superseded the 20¢ issue in 1995.

Can you use forever stamps for international postage?
You can use forever stamps to mail internationally but you will need to add additional postage-
their value is the same as a first-class stamp the day you mail it, which is enough for domestic
letters, but not enough for international ones. This also applies to letters that are over-weight; you
will need to add more postage.

Are those stamps valid for postage?
Those stamps are still valid for use as postage as long as they are used together to equal the
current first-class postage rate of 55c. Thanks Jay. So, just to be clear on my end; I need to use
those air mail stamps together as long as they add up to 55 cents.

Can you buy foreign stamps at the US Post Office?
You can purchase international stamps (currently valued at $1.20 as of 4/27/2020) at your local
post office. The letter should contain paper only, be standard envelope sized and weigh 1 oz or
less. This stamp is like any other stamp in that you don't have to bring the letter to the post office
to mail it.

How many forever stamps do I need to use?
In short, you need two Domestic Forever Stamps. This, as you know, equals $1. However, this is
just for the first ounce. You have to purchase more stamps for every ounce above that weight.
How many stamps do I need for a 3 oz manila envelope?

Is stamp collecting still a popular hobby?
The answer is over 60 million around the world. Stamp collecting is still going strong — over
five million hobbyists are in the U.S. According to the national postal service, more than 10
percent of Americans participate. During the stamp collecting boom era of the 1970s, over 1,000
American dealers bought and sold stamps, primarily to hobbyists.

How to remove a stamp and reuse?
Don't peel THEM! Cut or tear the envelope around the stamps.
Float the stamps face up in cool water. Soak for one hour or until the stamps separate from the
paper.
Lay the stamps face down on white paper towels. Cover with more paper and press flat under
something heavy (like books) for several hours until dry.

Is it illegal to reuse a postage stamp?
It is illegal to reuse stamps - though that doesn't stop people doing it. Some post offices are now
cancelling stamps using UV ink - which the eye can't see, but the machines can detect. Some
stamps are also made with little cuts in them to make it harder to peel them off.
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